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HEBREW: LIGHT OF GOD (300) – Letter ‘Sheen’
SHIN
The twenty-first Hebrew letter ‘Sheen’ is pictured at right:
The spiritual number 21 means ‘Appointed Time’.
The root numbers of 21 are ‘God’ (3) (appears in) ‘Time’ (7)
In Hebrew the character Shin is used to represent the number 300.
The spiritual number 300 means ‘God Appears’.
The root numbers of 300 are ‘God’ (3) of ‘Holy Flock’ (100)
The rabbis picture Sheen in a sacred but unspoken way. The letter is
engraved on a mezuzah containing a scroll of Scripture. The letter is
associated with God’s name ‘Shaddai’ (Destroyer and Nurturer), which
begins with a Sheen. The root word of Sheen means ‘Teeth’.
Christians picture Sheen as ‘Light of God’. Light can both nurture
living things like plants, or it can destroy them – dry them up. Teeth
can assist in chewing and digesting food, or teeth can bite a foe.
The letter Sheen looks like three tethered balloons. In fact, those are
not balloons, those are planets. In order: Mercury, Venus, and Earth.
The Seed appears above the Earth, which is correct, because the
Messiah appears on Earth. Mercury stands for ‘The Law’ and Venus
stands for ‘The Prophets’. What are the three planets tethered to?
The Sun! And the Sun is the astronomical object which is the symbol
of the Holy Spirit: the one who creates and the one who destroys,
the One who reveals God to our spirits.
Mercury and Venus appear as Zayin (Swords of Justice) but the Earth is
a Vav (Man). After the law and the prophets God sent his Son!

Sun nurtures life:

Sun destroys life:

We refer the reader to our page 7.0 STARS where we present a study
of the astronomical dimensions of the Sun and all the planets.
Sheen represents The Sun which is a type for the Light of God.
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When the Seed appears above the first planet, Mercury, the name of the letter changes to Seen. This
is the purpose of The Law: to show us our Sin, or as it is pronounced in Hebrew, our Seen.
ANALYSIS OF SHEEN – IN GOD’S TRUTH SQUARE (Appendix on last page explains the Truth-square)
The hidden messages in the names written on the stones of the Truth-Square for Sheen:
The three stones that are completely covered by the strokes of Sheen:
SHEM (Name) CURSED HAM (Burnt)
Translation: The Light of God exalts the Name of God: All Other Names are Cursed and Burnt
The nine stones that are partly touched by the strokes of Sheen: (reading each stroke separately)
The first Zayin: (Mercury): NOAH (Savior) EGYPT (Bondage)
The second: Zayin (Venus): BLESSING HOLY LAND (Messiah)
The third: Vav (Earth): JAPHETH (Open Mouth) BABYLON (King of World)
The translation of the three strokes describe the revelation of God in the order it was given to men:
First revelation: Moses (Savior) Brought People out of Egypt; Law Given (Bondage)
Second revelation: (The Prophets Foretold:) The Messiah Will Appear in the Holy Land with a Blessing
Third revelation: The Grave is Open: He is Risen, Now Standing at the Right Hand of God: Our King
The hidden messages in the numbers on the stones of the Truth-Square for Sheen:
The three stones that are completely covered: 24 ‘Priest’ [24 = 7 + 8 + 9]
The nine stones that compose the three strokes (three planets; three revelations):
First stroke (Mercury; the Law): 9 ‘Judgment’ [9 = 3 + 6] ‘The Law condemns sin: we need a Savior’
Second stroke (Venus: the Prophets): 7 ‘The Time’ [7 = 2 + 5] ‘In the fullness of time, He will come’
Third stroke (Earth: Messiah is Glorified): 5 ‘Grace’ [5 = 1 + 4] ‘Bringing grace: forgiveness of sins’
The Light of God reveals to men who is the High Priest of Heaven:




The one through whom sinners may approach God,
The one who offers to God the sacrifice of his own blood for payment for our sins,
Jesus Christ, the King of Kings and Lord of Lords,
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Exalted and seated on the throne of David forever and forever.

To him be all praise and the glory. Amen.
APPENDIX – GOD’S TRUTH SQUARE
The Truth-Square is a set of blocks or stones arranged in a 3 x 3 square. The spiritual number 3 means
‘God’ and ‘Truth’. The number 9 = 3 x 3 means God’s (3) Truth (3): ‘Judgment’ (9). The LORD is “Judge
of all the Earth” (Gen. 18:25).
In the Truth-Square we see the four corners of the Earth, each one in the direction it belongs relative
to the Holy Land: Europe is North; Americas are West, Africa is South, and Asia is East. (Note: The
North side of the 3-square is not a corner, that is why the North must appear in the North-East
quadrant of the 3-square). The four corners of the Earth also correspond to the fathers of all peoples.
Japheth is the father of Europeans. Noah is the spiritual father of Americas.

NOAH
(Americas)

BLESSING

JAPHETH
(Europe)

EGYPT
(Slavery)

HOLY LAND
(Israel)

BABYLON
(City of Cain)

HAM
(Africa)

CURSE

SHEM
(Asia)

The Holy Land (5) also stands for Israel the people God called to dwell there and it stands for Messiah
who was born there and will rule there. God put a Blessing (2) and a Curse (8) before Israel. To the
east is Babylon (4), which also signifies Kingdom or World Rule. To the west is Egypt (6), which is the
land of Slavery and Bondage. Shem (7) can also mean Name, and Ham (9) can also mean Burnt.
Each stone in the Truth-Square also signifies a number: 1 to 9. Of course, numbers have their own
spiritual meanings. For more information on that, please see the Number Maps on our site.
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